The problem of scalar and vector quantization in conjunction with a noisy binary symmetric channel is considered. The issue is the assignment of the shortest possible distinct binary sequences to quantization levels or vectors so as to minimize the mean squared error caused by channel errors. By formulating the assignment as a matrix (or vector in the scalar case) and showing that the mean squared error due to channel errors is determined by the projections of its columns onto the eigenspaces of the multidimensional channel transition matrix, a class of source/quantizer pairs is identi ed for which the optimal index assignment has a simple and natural form. Among other things, this provides a simpler and more accessible proof of the result of Crimmins et al. that the natural binary code is an optimal index assignment for the uniform scalar quantizer and uniform source. It also provides a potentially useful approach to further developments in sourcechannel coding.
Introduction
We consider the problem of scalar and vector quantization in conjunction with a binary symmetric channel. We seek the nonredundant assignment of distinct binary sequences or indices to quantization levels or vectors that minimizes the mean squared error caused by channel errors. The index assignment problem considered has previously been addressed in 1]-14]. See 14] for a discussion of other work prior to 1984. Some contemporary work includes 15, 16] .
In this paper, we show that if the quantization vectors are equiprobable, then after characterizing an index assignment as a matrix (or vector in the scalar case), the mean squared error due to channel errors is determined by the projections of the columns of this matrix onto the eigenspaces of the multidimensional channel transition matrix. With this, we are able to identify a class of source/quantizer pairs (including both scalar and vector quantizers) for which the optimal index assignment has a simple form. The quantizers for which these assignments are optimal are called antipodal direct sum quantizers, and the resulting optimal assignments are said to be guided by a basis. We identify cases in which such guided assignments are simply the natural binary assignment, which assigns the usual L-bit binary expansion of the integer i to the i'th level of a quantizer with 2 L levels.
It was previously shown, though apparently less well known, by Crimmins et. al 8] , that the natural binary assignment was optimal for a uniform source and a uniform scalar quantizer. Our results provide a simple, more accessible proof of this fact, which in 8] was demonstrated using Fourier transforms on abelian groups. Our results also provide a potentially useful approach for further developments in source-channel coding.
Optimum Index Assignments for Scalar Quantizers
Consider a scalar quantizer with size N = 2 L , with codebook of levels C = fy 0 ; : : :; y N?1 g, and with thresholds t 0 < t 1 < : : : < t N . We assume t 0 ?1 and t N 1. The operation of the quantizer used in conjunction with a binary symmetric channel is as follows: Given a source sample x, if t i x t i+1 , then an encoder sends the L-bit binary sequence assigned to y i across the channel. If the received binary sequence at the output of the channel (not necessarily the same as the transmitted sequence) is b j , then a decoder produces y k as the reproduction of x, where y k is the level that was assigned b j . The resulting distortion is the squared error (x ? y k ) 2 . Although, as just described, one normally thinks of assigning distinct members of B to distinct members of C, the analysis is simpler if we look at the problem in reverse, namely, we assign distinct levels from C to distinct binary sequences in B. Speci cally, in our formulation, an index assignment is characterized by an assignment vector z = (z 0 ; : : : ; z N?1 ) with each component of z being a distinct member of C and with z i being the quantization level that is assigned the binary expansion of i. For example, the natural binary assignment is characterized by the assignment vector z = (y 0 ; : : : ; y N?1 ).
The average distortion (i.e. mean squared error) that results from using the assignment vector z on a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability q (0 
where p(x) is the probability density of the quantizer input X, q i;j = q d(i;j) (1?q) L?d(i;j) is the probability that the binary symmetric channel outputs b j given that its input was b i and d(i; j) is the Hamming distance between b i and b j . As often done in source-channel coding, we rewrite D(z) as
where P i = R t i+1 t i p(x) dx is the occupancy probability of the i'th cell, and c i = R t i+1 t i xp(x) dx is its centroid. The rst term, D S , is the distortion that would result if the channel made no errors, and the second term, D C (z), is the distortion caused by channel errors. Since D S is independent of z, the goal is to choose z to minimize D C (z). >From here on, we assume the quantizer and source form a matched equiprobable pair in the sense that the levels are the cell centroids, and the cells are equiprobable; i.e., P i = 1=N and z i = c i , i = 0; : : :; N ? 1. This happens, for example, in the important special case where the source density is uniform on the support of a uniform quantizer, as considered in 4]-6], 8]. Quantizers of this type, sometimes called maximum output entropy quantizers, were discussed in 17], where it was shown that for a class of nonuniform quantizers, including the Gaussian source, quantizers with maximum output entropy have distortion within a multiplicative constant of the minimum mean squared error scalar quantizer.
It follows from the centroid property that each level y i is contained in the corresponding cell (t i ; t i+1 ), and since the thresholds are distinct, so are the levels. Without loss of generality, we also assume
If this were not the case, then the thresholds, levels and source density could be translated to make it so, without a ecting performance. Next we show that the eigenvalues and a corresponding set of eigenvectors have a simple recursive structure. We begin by observing that the matrix Q 2N can be written in terms of Q N as
It is then quite easy to see that if ( ; e) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of Q N , then ( ; e e ) and ((1?2q) ; e ?e ) are eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of Q 2N . Moreover, applying this basic eigenrecursion to a complete set of N eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs for Q N , with the eigenvectors being orthogonal, yields a complete set of 2N eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs for Q 2N , with the eigenvectors again being orthogonal. Although the eigenvectors are not normalized, they all have the same length, and can be normalized as needed.
For N = 2, it is easy to show that The process of recursively generating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q 2 ; Q 4 ; : : :; Q N can be pictured using the trellis in Figure 1a . This \eigentrellis" has L = log 2 N levels.
The j'th \node" of the tree at level l; 0 j l represents the eigenvalue (1 ? 2q) j of Q 2 l , and the paths through the trellis to that node represent its eigenvectors. There are two branches leaving each node of the tree (see Figure 1b) , re ecting the recursive eigenvector-eigenvalue relationship. The up-going edge corresponds to multiplying the previous eigenvalue by 1 and replicating the previous eigenvector to get the subsequent eigenvector. The down-going edge corresponds to multiplying the previous eigenvalue by 1 ? 2q and replicating (and multiplying by -1) the previous eigenvector to get the subsequent eigenvector. The number of paths to a node is the multiplicity of the associated eigenvalue. At depth L the eigentrellis has L + 1 terminal nodes representing the L + 1 possible eigenvalues of Q N with values (1 ? 2q) j ; j = 0; : : :; L. Since the number of paths leading to a terminal node in the tree is the eigenvalue multiplicity, the multiplicity of eigenvalue (1 ? 2q) j of Q N is con rmed to be L j . Having found the eigenvalues and a method for generating eigenvectors, we now express the quadratic form (6) as
(1 ? 2q) j kProj j zk 2 (9) where kProj j zk 2 is the squared length of the projection of z onto the eigenspace E j spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue (1 ? 2q) j . As is well known, such eigenspaces are orthogonal.
To maximize the quadratic form (9) and, consequently, to minimize D C , one should choose z to be a permutation of C that projects as much of z as possible onto the eigenspaces corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. It is easy to see, however, that the eigenspace E 0 corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, 0 = 1, is spanned by a single eigenvector with identical components. Therefore, (3) implies that any choice of z has zero projection onto E 0 . Accordingly, it makes sense to try to choose z to have as large a projection as possible onto E 1 , the eigenspace corresponding to the next largest eigenvalue, 1 = 1 ? 2q. Indeed, we immediately deduce: Lemma 1. A su cient condition for an assignment vector z to be optimal for a matched equiprobable pair is that it be a member of E 1 .
The main contribution of this paper is to identify codebooks for which it is possible to nd an assignment vector z, i.e. permutation of C, that lies entirely in E 1 . Lemma 1 then implies this induces an optimal index assignment, namely the quantization point corresponding to z i is assigned the binary expansion of i as its index. We will also explore the relationship of such assignments to \natural assignments". We seek a concise formula for the eigenvectors, generated by the basic eigenrecursion, that span E 1 . Referring to the eigentrellis of Figure 1a , these are in one-to-one correspondence with the L paths from the root to the second node from the top at level L. 
Therefore (12) and (13) 
which completes the proof. 
One may permute such a codebook to form a vector z of quantization points so that (15) holds. Then Corollary 3 implies the resulting assignment vector z is in E 1 and, consequently, the index assignment implied by z is optimal. A codebook whose levels have the form in (17) will be called an antipodal direct sum codebook, because it is the direct sum 20] of the L antipodal codebooks f? 0 ; 0 g, f? 1 ; 1 g, : : :; f? L?1 ; L?1 g . We consider f 0 ; : : : ; L?1 g to be a basis for the codebook. Note that the fact that all 2 L levels are distinct implies that each level has a unique decomposition as a signed combination of the basis elements. 5 The resulting optimal assignment will be said to be guided by the basis because the i'th bit of the index assigned to y j is 1 if the sign of the i term is negative, and 0 if positive. We summarize in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Suppose a source and an N = 2 L point antipodal, direct sum scalar quantizer, generated by a basis f 0 ; : : :; L?1 g, form a matched equiprobable pair (i.e. the cells are equiprobable, each level is the centroid of its cell, and the levels have the form 0 1 : : : L?1 ). Then there exists an optimal assignment that is guided by the basis (i.e. the i'th bit of the index assigned to y j is 1 if the sign of the i term is negative, and 0 if positive). Figure 2 shows two nonuniform antipodal direct sum codebooks with N = 4 levels, along with optimal index assignments guided by their respective bases.
2
It is important to mention that there are a number of bases generating a given antipodal direct sum codebook. For example, permuting the order of the elements of a basis or multiplying some of its elements by -1 leads to other bases. And distinct bases lead to distinct optimal index assignments. Note that permuting the order of the elements results in an assignment where the bits are similarly permuted, and multiplying an element by -1 has the e ect of complementing the responding bit in the index assignment. 6 We conclude that there are a number of optimal index assignments, each having a simple form. The following is a converse to Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. If a matched equiprobable source-quantizer pair has an antipodal direct sum codebook, then for any optimal index assignment there is a basis that guides the assignment.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let z be the assignment vector corresponding to some arbitrary optimal index assignment. By Theorem 4 we know there exists at least one optimal index assignment vector z 0 that is guided by a basis. The \only if" portion of Corollary 3 then implies that z 0 is in E 1 . Since this establishes that at least one optimal index assignment vector lies in E 1 , it must be that all optimal index assignment vectors, including z, also lie in E 1 . Finally, the \if" portion of Corollary 3 implies there is a basis that guides the assignment vector z. 2
In some cases, the assignment guided by a basis may be interpreted as a \natural", in the sense that it causes the binary indices to be ordered in the same way as the levels. This happens precisely when z 0 < z 1 < : : : < z N?1 . Note that in this sense, the assignment in Figure 2a 
Optimum Nonredundant Index Assignment for Vector Quantizers
In this section we generalize the scalar result to a class of equiprobable vector quantizers and certain matching sources. In this vein, the results from the scalar case extend to the vector case in a straightforward way.
A k-dimensional vector quantizer is one where a vector of source samples X = ( The vector quantizer operates similarly to the scalar quantizer. Given a source vector x, one nds the partition cell S i that contains x, and sends the L-bit binary sequence assigned to S i across the channel. If the received binary sequence at the output of the channel is b j then the decoder produces y l from the codebook C, where y l is the quantization vector corresponding to cell S l that is assigned the binary expansion of j as its codeword. The resulting per-sample, squared error distortion is 1 k kx ? y l k 2 . Once again, we assign distinct vectors from C to distinct binary sequences in B to minimize the expected squared error due to the channel errors. Speci cally, in our formulation, an index assignment is characterized by an N k assignment matrix Z whose i'th row is the quantization vector that is assigned the binary expansion of i. Let The average distortion (i.e. mean squared error) that results from using the assignment matrix Z on a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability q (0 < q < 1=2) kx ? j k 2 p(x) dx (22) where p(x) is the k-dimensional probability density of the quantizer input X, and q i;j was de ned in ( 
To maximize (26) and, consequently, to minimize D C , one should choose Z so that its columns z 0 ; : : : ; z k?1 project as much as possible onto the eigenspace E 1 . Given this fact, the remaining results follow directly as the vector extensions of results from Section 2.
Lemma 7. A su cient condition for an assignment matrix Z to be optimal for a matched equiprobable pair is that each column be a member of E 1 . 
One may permute such a codebook to form an assignment matrix Z of quantization vectors so that each column satis es (10) . Then Corollary 3 implies the columns of Z are in E 1 and, Lemma 7 shows that the index assignment implied by Z is optimal. A codebook whose quantization vectors have the form in (27) is again called an antipodal direct sum codebook earlier, and the resulting optimal index assignment is again said to be guided by the basis 0 ; : : :; L?1 , in the sense that the i'th bit of the index assigned to a quantization vector y is 0 if y has + i as a term in (27) and is 1 if y has ? i as a term.
Theorem 8: Suppose a source and an N = 2 L point antipodal, direct sum vector quantizer, generated by a basis f 0 ; : : :; L?1 g, form a matched equiprobable pair. Then there exists an optimal assignment that is guided by the basis.
The following is a converse to Theorem 8.
Theorem 9. If a matched equiprobable source-vector quantizer pair has an antipodal direct sum codebook, then for any optimal index assignment there is a basis that guides the assignment.
For vector quantizers, the assignment may be interpreted as being \natural" in the following case: Suppose the i 's can be parsed into g groups: G 0 = f 0 ; 1 ; : : :; n 0 ?1 g; G 1 = f n 0 ; n 0 +1 ; : : :; n 0 +n 1 ?1 g, etc. such that within each group the i 's are colinear. Moreover, suppose each group has the form fa 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 g where is some unit vector, n is a positive integer and fa 0 ; a 1 ; : : : ; a n?1 g are positive constants satisfying (19) . Finally, suppose the unit vectors from each class are linearly independent. In this case, we may think of each quantization vector as the sum of g linearly independent components. The rst n 0 bits of the above mentioned assignment form the natural binary assignment to the rst component, the next n 1 bits form the natural binary assignment to the second component, and so on. Thus, we get a g-fold natural binary assignment. and so on until an approximation to x of the form in (27) is found. It is interesting to note that (19) is precisely the condition which guarantees that successive approximation leads to the Voronoi partition, which is the optimal partition for quantizing to minimize the source distortion.
The optimality of the natural binary assignment for certain antipodal direct sum codebooks helps to explain why the natural pathmap assignment has been found to work well for tree-structured vector quantizers used with noisy channels ( 21] , 22]), whose codebooks have a structure similar to a direct sum.
Finally, we wish to suggest an approach that may lead to good (though not necessarily optimal) index assignments for codebooks that are not direct sum antipodal. Simply, arrange the quantization vectors in the assignment matrix so that its columns are as nearly in E 1 as possible.
Conclusions
Optimal assignments have been found for a class of equiprobable scalar and vector quantizers including the uniform source and uniform scalar quantizer. The approach provides a simpler, more accessible proof of a result due to Crimmins et. al. and an approach to stimulate further developments in source-channel coding.
